
Word on the Water is aesthetically
pleasing: a beautiful 1920s Dutch
coal barge converted into an art-deco-
style home in the ’60s, and in rude
health in its third life. 

Meanwhile, the political ideals 
of Compendium – the humanitarian,
free-thinking bookshop that between
1968  and 2000 provided London with
a retail outlet for the literary avant-
garde – are enshrined in Word on the
Water’s shelf stock: out are ‘diet
books promoting body fascism, and
true-crime bios glamorising violence’;
in is an eclectic range of (‘hand
picked!’) cheaply priced literary and
cult classics as well as books on
politics, philosophy, rivers and canals
(naturally) and children’s literature. 

Word on the Water is going to work
with the Literacy Trust and host
regular literacy training sessions on
the barge as well as book launches,
author readings and creative-writing
classes for children. The wide flat roof
of the barge has been converted into a
stage that will – in the near future –
play host to a programme of acoustic
music acts. Paddy believes a sense of
community spirit goes hand-in-hand

With high-street bookshops
buckling under the twin
pressures of Amazon and

the recession, libraries closing all
around us and the grey glow of Kindles
burning in commuters’ laps, it’s
tempting to regard Britain’s love affair
with the old-fashioned bound book as
over. But perhaps we shouldn’t be too
pessimistic, as a handful of
entrepreneurial bibliophiles are
refusing to give up on a good thing and
are finding new ways of putting the
spark back into the relationship. 

And so, in one of those bizarre
coincidences that would be laughed
out of any self-respecting novel, 
the retail world has recently seen the
launch of not one but two independent
waterway-based second-
hand bookshops: the
Book Barge and Word 
on the Water. 

Whereas the former is
usually moored at Barton
Marina in Staffordshire –
and only recently set out
on a six-month tour of
Britain – Word on the
Water is a resolutely
London-centric affair.
With no single location
acting as a base, the
narrowboat follows
Regent’s Canal from Kew to Victoria
Park, servicing all the accessible
inner-city areas in between (Camden
Lock, Broadway Market, Angel Lock,
Paddington Basin and Regent’s Park)
and spending about a week at each. 

Proprietors Jon Privett, Paddy Barr

and a mystery man known as ‘The
Captain’ have approximately 20 years
of book-selling experience between
them. While continuing to run his
twice-weekly Word on the Street stall
at Archway Market, Jon recently
decided that the time was right to take
to the water. ‘They cut, we thrust,’ 

is his riposte to those
insisting on adhering to
the New Austerity, before
going on to quote one of
his role models, Penguin
founder Sir Allen Lane,
who set up his paperback
book firm in 1935 during
a similarly austere period:
‘“We believed in the
existence… of a vast
reading public for
intelligent books at a 
low price, and staked
everything on it.”’ 

Jon likens Word on the Water to 
a cross between Carters Steam Fair
and the much-missed Compendium
bookshop in Camden. Like Carters
Steam Fair (a family business that
grew out of  one man’s love for
restoring antique fairground rides),

with the ethos of Word on the Water:
‘The boating community is organic.
You spend a couple of weeks
travelling with your neighbours,
making friends, pooling your
resources and assets. The canals are
like little arteries of the countryside
that run through the city and country
rules apply: whereas on a city street
you’d keep your head down, on the
riverside you actually look up and say
hello to people.’

Paddy believes that Word on the
Water will benefit from the modern
obsession with all things retro. As
admirably romantic as all this is, Jon,
Paddy and The Captain are not averse
to using modern technology where
appropriate. Indeed, a travelling
bookshop and Twitter seem made for
one another. Follow their movements
here: @wordonthewater. 
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Word on the Water Camden
Lock, Thur Aug 11-Wed Aug 17,
07932 776569; see www.face-
book.dj/wordonthewater.
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Three
men in 
a barge
Slow right down this
summer with a visit to
London’s dedicated
floating bookshop.
Wayne Gooderham
meets its captains

The canals
are like little

arteries of
country that
run through

the city
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